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Introducing Your Dream Lifestyle: 14 Orana Crescent, BlakehurstLuxury meets tranquility at 14 Orana Crescent,

Blakehurst - a true masterpiece that redefines modern living. This magnificent 5-bedroom, 5-bathroom haven invites you

to experience opulence in every detail. Step into a world where grandeur meets comfort, where design seamlessly

embraces nature, and where the perfect home awaits to embrace your family's aspirations.- A Grand EntranceAs you

cross the threshold, be welcomed by a stunning swimming pool, glistening like a sapphire near the entrance. This sparkling

oasis sets the stage for the splendor that awaits within. Sunlight dances off the water's surface, suffusing the open-plan

living and dining areas with warmth and vitality.- Gourmet MarvelsThe heart of the home is a gourmet haven that would

inspire even the most discerning chef. Equipped with top-tier appliances and a sleek island bench, the kitchen effortlessly

transforms culinary endeavors into artistry. Storage is abundant, organization is effortless - making cooking a delight

rather than a chore.- Serenity in Each ChamberFive generously appointed bedrooms offer retreats of tranquility. With

built-in wardrobes and large windows, each room seamlessly merges comfort and style. Wake up to breathtaking views of

the surroundings, basking in the embrace of natural beauty.- Elegance RedefinedIndulge in the luxury of five

well-appointed bathrooms, where high-quality fixtures and finishes create an aura of refined opulence. These spaces

aren't just functional; they are an experience unto themselves.- Outdoor BlissThe magic extends beyond the indoors -

discover a paradise for entertainers and families alike. A covered alfresco dining space beckons to host memorable

gatherings, while the shimmering swimming pool promises endless summer days of joy. The meticulously landscaped

garden invites serenity and exploration, a sanctuary right at your doorstep.- Practicality Meets ConvenienceWith a double

garage, practicality is never sacrificed. Space for your vehicles and storage needs is abundant, ensuring that functionality

complements elegance seamlessly.- Prime LocationNestled in the heart of Blakehurst, this property offers more than a

home - it offers a lifestyle. Proximity to esteemed schools, verdant parks, vibrant shops, and convenient transport options

elevates the convenience factor, making every aspect of daily life effortlessly accessible.- Your Journey Starts

HereImmerse yourself in the luxury, comfort, and elegance that 14 Orana Crescent, Blakehurst has to offer. The

possibilities are endless, and the lifestyle unparalleled. Don't miss out on making this dream home yours. Contact us today

to arrange a private inspection and experience the true beauty of 14 Orana Crescent - where your aspirations come to

life.Please contact Jeffrey LIN 0484 458 888 for more information.Your future begins here.Disclaimer: All information

contained herein is gathered from sources we believe reliable. We have no reason to doubt its accuracy; however, we

cannot guarantee it. All interested parties should make and rely upon their own inquiries.


